. The second intermediate in the solution we studied was very sta- ( 2 ) where k2 is the rate constant of the reaction. Equation (2) indicated the activation energy of a -sulfonation to be about 25 kcal.
3 . 5 Reaction of the second intermediate to the final product (a SFM) Since the second intermediate was considerably stable around room temperature, heating was required to convert it into the final product (a SFM). Fig.-3 shows an NMR spectrum of the solution, whose NMR spectrum is shown in Fig.-1 (c) , obtained after 1 h refluxing. It could be noticed that the signal d due to a SFM appeared in the spectrum of Fig.-3 . The compositional change versus the refluxing time is listed in Table- 3. The production of a SFM accompanied the decrease in both the second intermediate and the original ester.
We assumed that the de-SO3 reaction of Fig . -3 This experimental approach failed to prove the assumed first order reaction.
However, it gave another interesting information with regard to the de-SO3 reaction. Fig.- We are now currently studying with focusing on this point.
